
Preassembled shaft
 Preassembled shaft available 
also  for industrial doors with 
SL, HL, VL track systems

 Maximal door dimensions 
4000 × 4000 mm

 Reduction of installation time 
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sPeCIfICatION

If you have any questions about 
this Product Info, please contact 
the TOORS company.

www.toors.com

Dear sirs,

in this document  we would like to inform you about the possibility 
to order a preassembled shaft for the industrial door TOORS INDY.

So far TOORS CZ has standardly delivered  the preassembled shaft for 
the industrial door with track systems  HL-T, VL-T and LL-DT. For LL-CE 
the preassembly is an option and charged additionaly. The option of 
preassembled shaft is now also available  for the sl, hl and Vl track 
systems.

Your orders  with preassembled shaft for sl, hl or Vl track system can be 
already accepted. Ordering the preassembled shaft for your industrial door 
enables you to save the installation time significantly. The preassembly 
further eliminates mistakes – the particular components can´t be 
interchanged. 

When placing your order for the preassembled shaft at the track system 
sl, hl and Vl the shaft is delivered with mounted cable drums, torsion 
springs, bearing plates and accessories (keys and distance rings). If the 
shaft is split the preassembly contains a coupler. No sleeve profile is 
used for these preassemblies. The particular components are only placed 
on the shaft in the correct order. Their final possition has to be adjusted 
during the installation. (We use the same process for the residential door 
preassembled shaft.)

Due to considerable spring sizes this option is available for door 
dimensions up to 4000 × 4000 mm and for doors not using springs for 
increased amount of cycles . (Track systems VL-T, HL-T and LL-CE do not 
have these limits .)

The surcharge for the preassembled shaft for the SL, HL and VL industrial 
doors is 23 € brutto.  


